Great Broadcasts Start with Haivision

World Leader in Live Video Contribution Over Any Network

Trusted by broadcasters worldwide, Haivision’s comprehensive portfolio of live video solutions fuel ultra-low latency, pristine-quality live sports, news, and event productions over any network, from any location, with maximum reliability.
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Remote Production (REMI)

Multi-camera remote production powered by Haivision technology helps to reduce costs and complexity, maximize resources, and create more content at higher quality. Haivision video solutions allow broadcasters to quickly and easily create secure and robust remote production workflows for their live events. By streaming synchronized, low latency camera feeds from live events to a production studio over cost-effective and flexible IP and cellular networks, broadcasters can satisfy the need for more content while reducing costs and logistical challenges.

Live Video Contribution Over Any Network

Haivision video encoders and mobile transmitters allow broadcasters to securely and reliably transmit pristine-quality video, up to 4K UHD, at ultra-low latency over any type of network and conditions. Whether relying on 5G cellular networks or the internet, Haivision’s live video contribution solutions allow users to contribute superior-quality live video content from anywhere.

“Haivision video transmitters were easy to deploy and worked seamlessly over our private 5G network, allowing us to achieve low latency transmission without compromising reliability or quality.”

“Haivision has allowed us to not only provide robust, high quality video signals for our operations team but also reliable, extremely low latency, low bandwidth video signals so we can efficiently operate and manage our video remotely.”
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Cloud Production

Broadcasters and content producers are leveraging cloud-based production tools for live multi-camera video workflows. As the original developer of SRT and with native support for the protocol, Haivision’s low-latency video encoders and transmitters are the ideal solution for any cloud-based production, enabling live contribution, remote collaboration, and real-time monitoring to and from the cloud.

Post-production & Over-the-Shoulder Review

Haivision video encoders and decoders enable real-time “over-the-shoulder” remote collaboration with ultra-low latency video streaming over the internet. With support for video resolutions up to 4Kp60, 10-bit HDR, and 4:2:2 chroma-subsampling, directors, producers, and content reviewers can work seamlessly together from anywhere to review, approve, and produce high-quality content. Haivision remote collaboration solutions support cloud, on-prem, and hybrid workflows for color grading, visual effects, editing, finishing, and more.

EMMY® AWARD-WINNING VIDEO TECHNOLOGY

Recognized globally as a pioneer and leader in ultra-low latency broadcast video contribution, Haivision is the original developer of both the Emmy®-winning and game-changing SRT and SST transport protocols.
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World Leader in Live Video Contribution Over Any Network

From video encoders to mobile transmitters, receivers, and cloud management solutions, Haivision’s field-proven products offer unparalleled low latency, reliability, and quality for the most demanding live broadcast workflows.

**HAIVISION Makito X4**
Ultra-low latency video encoders and decoders for secure end-to-end transport of high-quality HD video.

**HAIVISION Pro**
The most reliable 4K UHD and multi-HD mobile video transmitters for video contribution over cellular networks, including 5G.

**HAIVISION Rack**
A versatile video encoder for multi-camera HD, 4K UHD, and HDR with video return feeds and bidirectional audio intercom.

**HAIVISION Air**

**HAIVISION StreamHub**
Receive, decode, transcode, and distribute live video streams from any Haivision mobile transmitter or SRT compatible third-party systems.

**HAIVISION MoJoPro**
A video app for iOS and Android for broadcasting HD video live from the field to production or directly to live streaming platforms or social networks.
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BROADCAST WITH CONFIDENCE

Haivision’s pioneering video transmitters, encoders, receivers, and cloud solutions enable broadcasters to deliver pristine-quality, live sports, and event productions with complete confidence.

CONTRIBUTE
- From Source
  - Fixed Cameras
  - Roaming Cameras
  - Mobile Devices
  - Computers
  - 3G/4G/5G Internet

RECEIVE & PROCESS
- Receive & Process
  - Cloud
  - Remote
  - On-Premise
  - Decentralized
  - Fixed Cameras
  - Roaming Cameras
  - Mobile Devices
  - Computers
  - 3G/4G/5G Internet

SHARE
- Share
  - SDI
  - Internet
  - RTMP/HLS
  - TS Over IP

To Production
- To Production
  - Cloud
  - Remote
  - On-Premise
  - Decentralized

SAFE STREAM TRANSPORT
- Safe Stream Transport
  - MoJoPro
  - LiveGuest

PRO
- Pro
  - Makito
  - StreamHub
  - SRT Gateway
  - Play Pro
  - Play 2000

Makito
- Makito
  - Air
  - Rack

MoJoPro
- MoJoPro
  - 3G/4G/5G Internet

LiveGuest
- LiveGuest
  - Internet

Play Pro
- Play Pro

Play 2000
- Play 2000

SRT Gateway
- SRT Gateway

StreamHub
- StreamHub

Cloud Master Control
- Cloud Master Control

READY TO GET YOUR BROADCASTS STARTED WITH HAIVISION?

Direct: +1 (514) 334-5445
Toll Free: +1 (877) 224-5445
videosolutions@haivision.com

CONSULT WITH AN EXPERT